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Abstract

The main aim of this article is to analyse the effects of the minimum wage on the

unemployment rate of the teenagers. The subject is especially relevant because over

the last ten years, Spain has undergone a process of equating out minimum wages by

age which has resulted in some spectacular increases in the minimum wage of workers

aged 16 and 17. Overall, our results suggest an important role for the minimum wage

in explaining teenage (16 and 17 years old) labour market problems.
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1.- Introduction

This paper examines the effect of minimum wages on the unemployment of the

teenagers. The subject is of particular relevance for the following reasons. First,

because Spain is the OECD country with the highest rate of unemployment

(concentrated, in fact, especially in young people). In particular, the unemployment

rate in 1999 was 42.7% among 16-17 year olds and 35.8% for the 18-19 year olds.

Second, the subject acquires special relevance if we take into account the process

of equating out minimum wages by age group that took place in Spain, in a first stage,

in 1990, and then in a second stage between 1996 and 1998. As a consequence of this,

Spain is the only country of the OECD in which there is no distinction by age of the

minimum wage. As a result of this process, whereby all minimum wages are at the

same level by age.

Finally, the topic of this article is interesting because, paradoxically, there has

been no research done in Spain into analysing the specific relationship between the

minimum wage and the unemployment of the collectives most likely to be affected. In

addition, some recent articles point out the advantages of estimating the effects of the

minimum wage on unemployment (see, for example, Patridge and Patridge, 1998),

instead of analysing, as is usual in the economic literature, the effects of the minimum

wage on employment (see, in this respect, for the Spanish case, Pérez Domínguez,

1995; Dolado et al., 1996; Dolado and Felgueroso, 1997; González Güemes, 1997;

Dolado et al., 1999).

The structure of the rest of the article is as follows. In Section 2 we present a

descriptive view of both, the evolution of the minimum wage by age, and of the

unemployment rate in Spain. In Section 3 we offer the econometric specification of our



model, and in Section 4 we give the main results obtained in the estimations. The main

conclusions of the paper are pointed out in the last Section.

2.- Empirical evidence

This section gives a purely descriptive view of both the evolution of the minimum

wage by age and of the unemployment rate of the teenagers. First of all, we shall refer

to the equating out process of minimum wages that took place in Spain over the last

decade. Secondly, we shall analyse the unemployment rate of the following collectives:

16-17 year olds and 18-19 year olds. In addition, with the aim of analysing the possible

effects of equating out the minimum wage process by age, we shall look at the

evolution of the relative unemployment situation of these individuals with respect to

the unemployment rate of  prime age males (this being a collective not affected by the

minimum wage).

a.- The evolution of the statutory minimum wage in Spain

Since 1998 Spain is the only OECD country that does not make distinctions in the

minimum wage by age. 1 However, historically, it has not always been so. Indeed,

since 1964 in Spain, the minimum wage applies to all workers, irrespective of the

sector they belong to or their professional status, although there have been certain

exceptions for maids and casual workers.2 Nevertheless, until 1998, there were

different minimum wages according to the age of the workers.

                                                
1 In this sense, see, for example, Dolado et al. (1999).
2 In 1994 apprenticeship contracts for workers under 25 years of age were introduced, which allow
remuneration below the minimum wage. These contracts last between six months and three years.
Employers are permitted to pay, during this period, 70% of the Legal Minimum Wage during the first
year, 80% in the second year and 90%  in the third year. However, for employees under 18 years of age the
wage cannot be below the minimum wage corresponding to their age.



Between 1980 and 1990 there were three minimum wages: one for 16 year olds,

another for 17 year olds and a third for adults aged 18 and over. Then, minimum

wages were unified, as can be seen in figure 1, in two stages. In the first stage, carried

out in 1990, the minimum wage of both 16 and 17 year olds was brought together. This

brought about some very diverse increases in the minimum wage by age. In particular,

the minimum wage of 16 year olds that year increased by 83%, that of 17 year olds

increased by 15% and that of the over 18 age group increased by 7%. In the second

stage, begun in 1996 and ending on January 1st 1998, the minimum wages of all age

groups were brought to the same level. This brought about an increase in the

minimum wage of the under 18 age group, in the above-mentioned period, at an

average annual rate of 21.41%. In conclusion, as a result of these equating out

processes of minimum wages by age, the minimum wage of 16 year olds increased in

nominal terms over the last 10 years by 284%, that of 17 year olds by 142% and that of

the over 18's by 48.4%. Naturally, all these characteristics, specific to Spain, not only

determine the elaboration of a minimum wage index, but also the effects the minimum

wage will have on unemployment. It is to be expected that such effects will be greater

after 1990 and that they will affect especially the youngest collective, that is, the 16 and

17 year olds.

b. The evolution of unemployment of the teenagers

In Spain, the rate of unemployment is so high that it has become the main economic

problem. Nevertheless, this problem is especially concentrated in young people. In

particular, the rate of unemployment is 2.7 times higher than the average for the

economy for the 16-17 year old age group, 2.2 times higher for the 18-19 year old

collective. Below, we briefly describe the particular characteristics of the evolution of



the unemployment rate for teenagers. We also analyse the evolution of the relative

unemployment situation of these collectives (likely to be earning the minimum wage)

with respect to the unemployment of prime age males (a collective not sensitive to the

minimum wage).

Figure 2 shows the evolution of the rate of unemployment of these collectives

from the end of the 1970's up to the present. From this figure we should point out the

following: First, the evolution of the unemployment of the youngest group shows pro-

cyclical behaviour (each "v" is one cycle). However, this cyclical response by young

people shows a difference in phase with respect to the general cycle. This is because

these collectives have few qualifications. Consequently, when cuts in the work-force

are necessary, the first to be given the sack are the young people whose productivity is

low in relation to the wage they receive or hope to receive. Second, another important

aspect of the figure is that, in the years prior to the first stage of equating out (before

1990), the unemployment rate among 16-17 year olds was equal to or lower than that

for 18-19 year olds. However, from 1992 it is the same or higher, and the difference

becoming greater from 1996 (coinciding with the second stage of the equating out

process).

In order to establish the relative unemployment situation of these collectives, we

have built up the ratio of the unemployment rate for the 16-17 year olds and the 18-19

year olds groups with respect to that of  prime age males. This information is shown in

figure 3. From this we can see that the rates of unemployment of the youngest groups

are systematically higher than that of the adults. As an example,  the rate of

unemployment among the 16-17 year old group is 4.5 times higher than that of the

adults, while that of the 18-19 year olds is almost 4 times higher. Nevertheless, a more

detailed analysis of these ratios leads to the following conclusions. First, the ratio of

the unemployment rate for 16-17 year olds with respect to that of the adults showed, in



general terms, a clearly upward trend until 1993. After this date, the trend was the

opposite, the effect becoming more accentuated from 1996 onwards (coinciding with

the second stage of equating out for the minimum wage). This effect, which, initially,

could be attributed to the spectacular increase in the minimum wage, must be

considered with caution. In fact, since 1994, the Spanish economy has been immersed

in an economic expansion. Thus, unequal competition between the young unemployed

and the adult unemployed can be expected as the latter's human capital is bigger and

the former will therefore be the last to be contracted. Second, the evolution of the ratio

of the unemployment rate for 18-19 year olds with respect to that of the adults is more

constant. However, this ratio also presents an increasing trend, although it has not

been so steep over the last few years, to be precise, since 1996.

Summing up, in light of the above analysis, the following can be deduced. In

Spain, over the last decade, the teenagers have found their relative situation in the

labour market getting worse. In fact, the unemployment rate of these collectives has

increased considerably with respect to that of prime age males. This effect is more

intense for the 16-17 year old. Although these facts coincide with the process of

equating out minimum wages by age, which took place in Spain over the last ten

years, it is doubtful whether the said effects could be attributed solely to the minimum

wage. We must therefore wait for the empirical analysis to be able to measure with

greater precision the effects of the minimum wage on the unemployment rate of these

individuals.

4.- Econometric specification

In this paper we try to estimate a reduced form of an unemployment equation. To do

so, we establish a relationship between the unemployment rate of a particular age

group and a variable which can measure the relative influence of the minimum wage.



In addition to this key variable, the equation should include other independent

variables. These variables will try to measure the influence of other factors which,

apart from the minimum wage, can influence the supply and demand for labour.

The unemployment equation we shall use in this paper tries to explain the

following idea: the higher the minimum wage (measured using the Kaitz Index or in

direct way) the higher the rate of unemployment will be, ceteris paribus. Included in the

ceteris paribus clause are all those factors that can make the supply or the demand for

labour shift exogenously.

The main advantage of employing a regression model with the unemployment

rate, rather than the employment rate (which is what is normally done in the economic

literature)3, is that, irrespective of whether the labour market has a basically

competitive or monopsonic structure, the rate of unemployment will be determined as

much by the demand as by the supply of labour (see Patridge and Patridge, 1998).

Particularly, in its most generic form, the equation adopts the following

expression:

),,,,( ji
j

min
i
mini OODwwtu Φ= (1)

where tui is the rate of unemployment of the “-ith” population group. The i
minw

variable represents a specification of the minimum wage that affects the “-ith”

collective and j
minw  the minimum wage that affects the other age groups. D represents

a control vector for labour demand and Oi and Oj represent controls of supply

corresponding to the different collectives within the population.

                                                
3 See, for example, Brown et al (1982), Card and Krueger (1995), Deere et al.(1995), Neumark and Wascher
(1997), Williams (1998), Lang and Kahn(1998),  Dickens et al.(1999), Baker et al. (1999), Bhaskar (1999) and
Metcalf (1999).



In order to estimate the mentioned model it is necessary to specify in more detail

some aspects of the variables included. The dependant variable is the unemployment

rate of the teenagers. We suppose that the groups with the least qualifications and

experience (those who earn the least) have a greater possibility of being affected by the

establishment of a minimum wage. This is why the study has concentrated, basically,

on the groups of teenagers (16-17 year olds on the one hand and 18-19 year olds on the

other). In this sense, we must point out that usually in the economic literature this

collective is considered as one inseparable whole between 16 and 19 years of age.

However, in Spain, as pointed out by Dolado et al. (1999), it is necessary to divide this

collective in two groups: on the one hand, the 16-17 year olds and, on the other, the 18-

19 year olds, because the first group is the one that has experienced the greatest

changes in the minimum wage over the last few years, as we have seen in the above

paragraphs.

As for the key variable, the minimum wage index, we must indicate the

following:

The most frequently used relative measurement for the minimum wage in the

economic literature is the Kaitz Index defined as the ratio of the minimum wage to the

average wage in the economy. However, in this paper we have introduced some

modifications to this index for two reasons: to try, on the one hand, to improve the

estimations and, on the other, to adapt it to the particular characteristics of the

minimum wage in Spain. Among these modifications we should point out the

following.

First of all, we have chosen to use the own and crossed wage elasticities in all the

estimations. That is, in each estimation we have considered the effect of the minimum

wage of the collective being analysed and the effect of the minimum wage of the other



group. The reason for this is to capture the possible substitution effect that can occur

between two similar productivity labour inputs.

Secondly, we have tried to build different indices to take into account the

possible sensitivity of the Kaitz Index to the average wage used. Thus, we have

produced three indices: on the one hand, the Kaitz index for blue collar workers (the

ratio of the minimum wage to the average blue-collar's wage), and on the other, the

Kaitz index for the white collar workers (the ratio of the minimum wage to the average

white-collar's wage) and, finally, the average Kaitz index (the ratio of the minimum

wage to the average wage of both categories) 4.

Thirdly, we have also carried out estimations without the restriction imposed by

the Kaitz index; that is, introducing, on the one hand, the minimum wages and, on the

other, the average economic wage. 5

Fourthly, we have tested the possible dynamic behaviour of the adjustments,

incorporating , in addition to the indices of contemporary minimum wages, their lag

values, offering, in this way, the corresponding long term elasticities. 6

Finally, we have taken into account that the working day has been reduced

throughout the periods being considered. That is why an adjustment is carried out

according to the number of hours worked. 7

In addition to the key variable of the minimum wage, as pointed out in the

section above, the correct specification of the model requires the inclusion of some

more variables. One problem that arises from estimating unemployment by using time

series data is that several factors which affect the unemployment rate can arise at the

                                                
4 A similar analysis was carried out by Dolado et al.(1999) to estimate employment equations.
5 A similar analysis was carried out by Partridge and Partridge (1998), for the American economy.
6 In this respect, see the research of Backer et al. (1999).



same time. Thus, on the one hand, it is difficult to distinguish between the changes in

unemployment due to the minimum wage and, on the other hand, the variations that

come about as a consequence of changes in the supply and demand for labour. In

order to avoid this problem, variables that come close to the possible changes in the

supply and demand for labour should be included in the equation to be calculated.

Thus, if the controls carried out are adequate, then the variations that arise in the

unemployment rate are solely a consequence of variations in the minimum wage

index.

Thus, as far as the controls for labour demand are concerned, we have used as

proxy, basically, the growth rate of the GDP. In addition, we have also carried out

alternative estimations using the unemployment rate for males aged 25 -54. We did

this to be able to measure the possible sensitivity of the results to the cyclical type of

variable used. On the other hand, to control the exogenous movement of labour

supply, we have used the population ratios of 16-17 year olds and 18-19 year olds  over

the total labour force.

In this sense, we should point out that we have chosen to include the ratios of

other population groups in all the estimations. This is because the population ratios are

not, in fact, pure supply variables. They are also influenced by the substitution

phenomena between factors related to changes in their relative prices.

Besides all the variables we have discussed, we have also included a set of

dummy variables  to control, first of all, the equating out of the minimum wage of 16

year olds with that of 17 year olds which occurred in 1990 and, secondly, to control the

methodological changes that came about in the statistical sources used in the

estimation.

                                                                                                                                              
7 This adjustment aims to solve one of the criticisms made by Card and Krueger (1995) concerning the



Before concluding this section, it is necessary to point out that the statistical

sources used to obtain information about these variables are, basically, the "Encuesta

de Población Activa", and the "Encuesta de Salarios en la Industria y los Servicios".

5.- Empirical results

In this section we give the main results obtained in the estimations. The main variables

used, as well as their descriptive statistics, are shown in an appendix.

The values shown in tables 2 to 3 are the elasticities of the rate of unemployment

of the different collectives analysed when he minimum wages change. The effect of the

minimum wages will also be got using other alternative specifications.

a.  Teenagers aged 16 and 17

Table 2 presents our estimations of the effect of minimum wages on teenage

unemployment (16 and 17 year olds), using alternative specifications of the minimum

wage.

In the first specification (A), we have included in the regression, the Kaitz indices

corresponding to the minimum wages of 16 year olds (own-minimum wage) 8 and of

the over 18’s (crossed-minimum wage), weighted by the average wage of blue collar

workers. The two elasticities obtained turned out to be very significant. In particular,

an increase of 10% in the own Kaitz index increases the unemployment rate of 16 and

                                                                                                                                              
research based on time series data. According to these authors, in the majority of time series studies, no
distinction is made between part time and full time work.
8 In this sense, it is necessary to point out that until 1990 in Spain, there were two different minimum
wages for workers under 18: one for those aged 16 and another for those aged 17. From 1990, as already
mentioned, both minimum wages were unified. In the estimations we have used the minimum wage for
16 year old workers (which until 1990 grew at the same rate as the minimum wage for 17 year olds) and
we have incorporated a dummy variable to control the equating out process that took place in that year.



17 year olds by 1.5%. On the other hand, an identical increase in the crossed Kaitz

index reduces it by 3.2%. 9

In accordance with the above, the spectacular relative increase in the minimum

wage of the under 18's that occurred in the 1990's, during the equating out, has

necessarily had greatly negative effects on the unemployment of teenagers.

Nevertheless, we must also point out, in accordance with the above estimations, that if

the minimum wage of the under 18's and the over 18's had increased in identical

proportions, the net result would have been a reduction in the unemployment rate of

the under 18's.

In the specification (B), we have included both the own Kaitz index and the

crossed Kaitz index at the present time (actual), as well as from one year ago (one year

lagged), in order to analyse the dynamics produced in the adjustments. The

introduction of this time lag reduces the value of the actual elasticity corresponding to

the index for workers aged 16, while, given that the adjustment lasts a further year, the

long term elasticity reaches a value slightly higher than that obtained in specification

(A). On the other hand, the crossed long term elasticity (that is, that obtained from the

actual and lagged minimum wage of the over 18's) maintains a value very similar to

that obtained in specification (A). In this latter case, most of the adjustment is

produced in the present, while the time lag part is of little significance.

The results given in specifications (C) and (D) were obtained taking the white-

collar-workers's wage as the weighting in the Kaitz indices; on the other hand, the

specifications (E) and (F) were made by weighting for the average wage of both blue

                                                
9 It would seem right to say that the different collectives susceptible to being affected by the minimum
wage make up a highly unskilled labour category and that, consequently, the jobs they perform are
perfectly interchangeable. We could also assume that, with equal minimum wage, firms will always prefer
a worker who is over 18, as opposed to one who is under 18, possibly because of their higher level of
maturity and responsibility.  However, as the minimum wage of the under 18's is reduced, in relation to
that of the over 18's, then firms will begin to replace adults with under 18's. This could be the theoretical



and white collar workers. It can be seen how the elasticities obtained do not vary to

any great extent whatever the wage considered in the weighting.

Finally, the specifications (G) and (H) were carried out ignoring the restriction

that the Kaitz index imposes; that is, the minimum wages on the one hand and the

global average wage on the other were included as separate regressors. In this case,

table 2 shows the elasticities (own and crossed) of the unemployment rate of 16 and 17

year olds faced with changes in the minimum wage. It can be seen how the own

elasticities obtained are very similar to those got when using the Kaitz restriction; as

for the crossed elasticities, we now obtain slightly higher values, especially in the long

term. In any case, the results obtained seem to demonstrate that the elasticities

estimated using the Kaitz index show more or less faithfully the effects of the variable

that most interests us, that is, the minimum wage. 10

b. Teenagers aged 18 and 19

Table 3 shows the elasticities of the unemployment rate for 18 and 19 year olds with

respect to the same specifications for the minimum wage as in the previous case.

The most important result is that the elasticities estimated (both own and

crossed) are not significant in any of the specifications. This fact may demonstrate, as

pointed out by Dolado et al. (1999), that the relevant minimum wage for this age group

is, rather than the legal minimum, the wages agreed on in the particular sector. 11

                                                                                                                                              
justification of why the unemployment rate of 16 and 17 year olds increases in line with the increases of
their own minimum wage and decreases when the minimum wage of the over 18's increases.
10 As Dolado and Felgueroso (1997) point out, it is fundamental "to make sure that the variability in the
Kaitz index proceeds mainly from the numerator (the minimum wage) and not the denominator (the
average wage)".
11 In fact, these authors get a similar result when they calculate the effects of the minimum wages (own
and crossed) on the employment rate of young workers over 18.



Thus, in light of the above results, the following can be deduced: when analysing

the effects of the changes in the minimum wage on the main variables of the youth

labour market in Spain, it is necessary to distinguish between the members of this

collective that are under and over 18. In the case of the 16 and 17 year olds, the

minimum wages (own and crossed) exercise a strong influence on the unemployment

rate; while, in the case of the 18 and 19 year olds, any minimum wage does not seem to

have an important effect on their unemployment rate.

6.- Conclusions

In this paper we have estimated the effects that minimum wages have on the rate of

unemployment of the teenagers (distinguishing between the under and over 18's).

To this end, we have estimated several equations of unemployment in a reduced

form in which we have incorporated the statutory minimum wage of under 18's on the

one hand, and, on the other, that of adults. This is justified by the relatively irregular

evolution that the minimum wages have had in the Spanish economy during the 90's.

The main results can be summarised as follows.

The unemployment rate for 16 and 17 year olds has shown itself to be extremely

sensitive to both minimum wages. In particular, a relative increase in the minimum

wage for under 18's increases their rate of unemployment, while a relative increase of

similar magnitude in the minimum wage of adults results in a reduction in the rate of

unemployment for under 18's, to even a greater degree than in the other case.

Nevertheless, and given that the minimum wage of the under 18's has risen over the

last decade nearly six times faster than that of adults, some extremely negative effects

on the unemployment of the youngest workers have been produced.



As for the 18 and 19 year olds, we have not detected any important effect of the

minimum wages (neither the own nor that corresponding to the under 18's) on their

rate of unemployment. In this sense, it is possible that the relevant minimum wage for

this age group is, rather than the legal minimum wage, the wage agreed on in each

sector by employers and trade unions.
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Table 1: Elasticities of 16-17 year-olds unemployment rate

Dependent variable:
16-17 year-olds unemployment

rate
Actual

(i)

One year
Lagged

(ii)

Long Run
Elasticity

(i)+(ii)
min. wage 16 / blue collar

wage
0,15

(5,08)A min. wage 18 / blue collar
wage

–0,32
(–4,55)

min. wage 16 / blue collar
wage

0,10
(2,70)

0,08
(2,44)

0,18 ***

B min. wage 18 / blue collar
wage

–0,55
(–3,60)

0,22
(–1,49)

–0,33 ***

min. wage 16 / white collar
wage

0,16
(5,12)C min. wage 18 / white collar

wage
–0,32

(–4,65)
min. wage 16 / white collar

wage
0,10

(2,73)
0,08

(2,49)
0,18 ***

D min. wage 18 / white collar
wage

–0,43
(–2,93)

0,09
(0,65)

–0,34 ***

min. wage 16 / Weighting
average wage

0,15
(5,12)E

min. wage 18 / Weighting
average wage

–0,33
(–4,72)

min. wage 16 / Weighting
average wage

0,12
(3,01)

0,08
(2,41)

0,20 ***

F min. wage 18 / Weighting
average wage

–0,65
(–3,48)

0,28
(1,60)

–0,37 ***

min. wage 16 0,16
(5,07)G min. wage 18 –0,37
(–4,91)

min. wage 16 0,14
(3,36)

0,09
(2,57)

0,23 ***

H min. wage 18 –0,80
(–3,57)

0,26
(1,54)

–0,54 ***

NOTES:

NOTES:  The econometric adjustments were carried out using series of quarterly data between the first
quarter of 1981 and the fourth quarter of 1999. The functional form adopted for the estimation is the
logarithmic. The equation has been estimated in first differences as a consequence of the results obtained
from the pertinent co-integration tests carried out. The dependent variables are the unemployment rates
of the 16 and 17 year olds and the 18 and 19 year olds respectively. The minimum wages were introduced
in the form of Kaitz indices (in  specification A and B) and directly (in C and D). The control variables
used were the GNP growth rate and the population ratios of 16-17 year olds and 18-19 year olds with
respect to the total population. The values in parentheses correspond to the T-statistics of the estimated
coefficients.  In the long-run elasticities column: significant at *** 1% level, ** 5% level, ** 1% level (White
tests).



Table 2: Elasticities of 18-19 year-olds unemployment rate

Dependent variable:
18-19 year-olds unemployment

rate
Actual

(i)

One year
Lagged

(ii)

Long Run
Elasticity

(i)+(ii)
min. wage 16 / blue collar

wage
–0,17

(–1,15)A min. wage 18 / blue collar
wage

0,23
(1,33)

min. wage 16 / blue collar
wage

–0,16
(–1,08)

–0,04
(–0,64)

–0,20

B min. wage 18 / blue collar
wage

0,13
(0,71)

0,13
(1,03)

0,26

min. wage 16 / white collar
wage

–0,17
(–1,13)C min. wage 18 / white collar

wage
0,22

(1,34)
min. wage 16 / white collar

wage
–0,17

(–1,14)
–0,03

(–0,60)
–0,20

D min. wage 18 / white collar
wage

0,14
(0,77)

0,14
(1,29)

0,28

min. wage 16 / Weighting
average wage

–0,19
(–1,34)E

min. wage 18 / Weighting
average wage

0,25
(1,50)

min. wage 16 / Weighting
average wage

–0,20
(–1,43)

–0,03
(–0,48)

–0,23

F min. wage 18 / Weighting
average wage

0,24
(1,27)

0,06
(0,48)

0,30

min. wage 16 –0,18
(–1,14)G min. wage 18 0,22
(1,28)

min. wage 16 –0,22
(–1,42)

–0,05
(–0,85)

–0,27

H min. wage 18 0,27
(1,34)

0,11
(0,81)

0,38

NOTES: See Table 1



FIGURE 1: The evolution of the legal minimum wage in Spain by age
(1977-2000)
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FIGURE 2:  The evolution of the unemployment rate of teenagers aged 16 -17 and 18-19
(1977-1999)
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SOURCE: Encuesta de Población Activa (Instituto Nacional de Estadística)



FIGURE 3:  The evolution of the ratio of the unemployment rates for the 16-17 year olds
and the 18-19 year olds groups with respect to that of prime age males

(1977-1999)
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